THE OTTAWA FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB
MINUTES OF COUNCIL MEETING
April 16, 2012
Fletcher Wildlife Garden Interpretation Centre, CEF, Ottawa, 7:00 p.m.
Chair: Jeff Skevington
Council Members Present: Annie Bélair, Don Hackett, David Hobden,
Diane Kitching, Karen McLachlan Hamilton, Rémy Poulin, Jeff Saarela, Yi Zhang,
Eleanor Zurbrigg
Council Members Absent: Fenja Brodo, Dan Brunton, Carolyn Callaghan,
Barbara Chouinard, Diane Lepage, Ann MacKenzie, Henry Steger,
Chris Traynor, Ken Young

1. Minutes of the March 19, 2012 meeting
Moved by A. Bélair/D. Hobden that the
March 19th minutes be accepted as distributed
Carried
2. Business Arising from Last Minutes
a. Quote for “Directors’ and Officers’ Insurance” Policy: as Ken was
absent, this was deferred to the May meeting.
b. All other actions items were covered in the discussions below.
c. Jeff Sk. added that he still needs to follow up with Fred Schueler
about the future ownership of the NatureList.
3. Advertisements in T&L
Don explained that the flyer announcing the new possibility to place ads in T&L
was sent to the selected businesses as planned. However, none have replied
yet. Don recommended following up with a phone call; it was also suggested that
a copy of T&L be sent.
ACTION: Don to contact the businesses in question to ask if they would be
interested in placing ads in T&L.
4. Report from the Publications Committee
See Annex 1 for Dan’s report.
5. Security Policy regarding Volunteers Working with Young People
On April 8, Ann sent a draft of a policy regarding volunteers working with
young people in two parts: one for the OFNC kid-friendly outings and one for the
Macoun Club.
Diane Kitching commented that it was important to distinguish between policy
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and procedures. She reminded Council that on April 15, Rob Lee sent to Council
the Macoun Club’s version of the policy (that has existed since the early 1980s),
a list of procedures to support the policy, as well as comments on the text Ann
had suggested for the kid-friendly outings of the OFNC. Jeff Sk. indicated that is
it still not clear what is needed for the OFNC’s records or for possible insurance
policies. He suggested asking for Council’s feedback on the documents Rob Lee
has circulated.
ACTION: Diane K. to put Rob’s three documents into one Word document and
send to Council, asking members to provide comments to her in ‘track changes’
by May 14th.
Council members also suggested asking Ontario Nature if they have a policy
for volunteers working with young people.
ACTION: Diane L. to inquire with Ontario Nature and work with Ken as
necessary.
6. Reply from OMNR regarding the Snapping Turtle Petition
As requested by Dave Seburn, Jeff Sk. described the unsatisfactory reply the
OMNR sent in response to the petition to stop the hunt of snapping turtles in
Ontario: the OMNR stated that people with fishing licenses who kill snapping
turtles would be asked to report their take to the OMNR. Jeff read the draft reply
prepared by Dave, which highlighted how unreliable this data collecting would
be, how vulnerable the species is to other sources of mortality in Ontario and that
Québec and Nova Scotia have already banned the hunt of snapping turtles.
Council made a few suggestions on the format of Dave’s reply, and then
endorsed it.
ACTION: Jeff Sk. to share Council’s suggestions with Dave and say that
Council has endorsed his reply to OMNR.
7. Process for Letter or Replies about Conservation Issues
Ken and Dan exchanged emails describing how letters or replies about
conservation issues on behalf of the OFNC could be handled; see Annex 2. Ken
and Dan will give an update at the May Council meeting.
8. Update on Discussions with Nature Canada
Rémy has been in touch with Ian Davidson of Nature Canada to discuss the
BirdLife International World Congress that will be held in Ottawa in June 2013,
and to see how the OFNC can be involved. He will report back on their further
discussions.
Nature Canada also wishes to promote the IBA at Lac Deschênes at the
screening of the movie The Big Year at the University of Ottawa during the week
of May 14. The OFNC is willing to put announcement on their website and
include in notices of activities to members. Rémy will sort out the finer details of
the OFNC’s involvement and communicate with Council if necessary.
9. Carpooling Logistics for OFNC Outings
Some OFNC members have complained that some meeting points for OFNC
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outings are not served by OC Transpo at certain times of the week or at all.
Therefore, these members are not always able to participate. During the
discussion, it was suggested that a group of “meeting greeters” could be
organized to arrange for suitable carpooling options and help with the form
signing at the beginning of each trip.
ACTION: Jeff Sk. to propose idea to the Excursions and Lectures Committee.
10. Sponsorship of Educational Packages
Council agreed to discuss possible club endorsement/sponsorship of, perhaps
with some grant money we could apply for, an environmental educator who could
develop educational packages around natural history that could be given to
teachers in the Ottawa-Gatineau region.
ACTION: Jeff Sk. to invite Carolyn Callaghan to bring the educator to the
Council meeting in June for discussion.
11. OFNC Advertisement in On Guard
The OFNC ad was printed in the most recent issue of On Guard, the
newsletter of the retired public servants in Ottawa.
12. Fletcher Wildlife Garden Committee Report
See Annex 3 for the report submitted by David Hobden.
13. Motion to adjourn:
Moved by D. Hackett/E. Zurbrigg that the meeting be adjourned at 8:45 p.m.
CARRIED

Recording Secretary: A. Bélair
-----------------------Meetings in 2012:
May 28
June 18
September 17
October 15
November 19
December 10?
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Annex 1

OFNC Publication Committee Report to OFNC Council:
April 2012
Media attention for The Canadian Field-Naturalist
The second article from 125(2) dealing with trailside orchids that was scheduled
to be profiled in the Ottawa Citizen was highlighted in the paper in late March. An
article in 125(3) on white-nose syndrome in Little Brown bats has been lined up
for similar treatment and will be profiled in the Post media newspaper chain this
month. We will attempt to continue and expand such media profiling into the
future.
The Canadian Field-Naturalist schedule
Issue 125(3) is being printed this week and significant progress has been
achieved on 125(4). With that, in the last year and a half the CFN will have
moved from being six issues behind regular schedule to two issues. We remain
optimistic of being completely back on schedule by years' end.
The Canadian Field-Naturalist server
The severe problems identified in March have been cleared up, following the
transfer of our usage to another provider. Not unexpectedly, there were a number
of difficulties in the transition but Jay Fitzsimmons has sorted then out and the
system is now working better than it was before the problems arose.
The Canadian Field-Naturalist at the Canadian Society of Ecology and
Evolution (CSEE) Conference
Jay and Carolyn continue to make arrangements for CFN representation at the
CSEE Conference to be held in Ottawa this July. As part of that we were asked
to prepare a 200 word profile of our "company" which Jay composed. That
excellent and inspiring summary of the remarkable nature and recent progress of
the journal is repeated below:
"Have you heard about the big changes at The Canadian Field-Naturalist?
Changes over the past year include: new Editor-in-Chief Dr. Carolyn Callaghan
and incoming associate editors diversifying our scope; a new website with
articles 2003-present (www.canadianfieldnaturalist.ca); online manuscript
submission allowing authors to track manuscripts’ progress; faster manuscript
decisions; prompt publication schedule; and indexing in major databases (e.g.,
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Web of Science, Scopus). Amid these changes we have not sacrificed the
standard of peer-reviewed quality you have come to expect from our volunteerrun journal since 1880. We publish articles, brief notes (great for side-projects
and Honours students’ research), book reviews, and other items related to
natural history of species that occur in Canada (the research itself need not occur
in Canada). Our editorial team is unique in that it goes beyond accept/reject
decision letters to also work with authors to get their manuscript in publishable
quality (especially helpful for novice authors’ development). Don’t consider
yourself a naturalist? Browse our articles and you’ll realize some of your
research falls under the umbrella of natural history (e.g., ecology, conservation,
biodiversity, behaviour, parasitology, eco-physiology, traditional ecological
knowledge). Release your inner naturalist and submit your research to The
Canadian Field-Naturalist – an up-and-coming old journal".

Upcoming CFN issues
Issues being actively investigated and discussed include the establishment of a
CFN Endowment Fund, as noted in March 2012, advertizing in the CFN, guest
editors, administrative streamlining (with Finance and the Treasurer), and further
promotion of the journal to previous and potential readers.

Dan Brunton,
Chair, Publications Ctee
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Annex 2
From: Ken Young
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 1:12 PM
To: ofnc-conservation@googlegroups.com
Subject: Re: [OFNC Conservation] Mud Lake

Hi, everyone
I agree with Dan's description of the process. By the way, it is not much different
from when there was a Conservation Committee. Letters were still signed by the
President. And we didn't do much in public without consulting Council. I won't
be at the next Council meeting. Right now, Ann is on vacation, and I don't know
when she gets back. But Dan can raise the issue at Council.
It is not quite accurate to say that this group doesn't have a leader. It has a
moderator, me. So far there haven't been any postings that are impolite, off-topic,
etc. so my responsibilities are quite light.
The intent of the group is to raise issues in the hope that OFNC members will
become active in matters related to conservation. So, in this case, if someone
volunteers to draft a letter, it could be circulated for any comments and then
forwarded to Council. It could also lead to some broader activity dealing with the
protection of Mud Lake. Or perhaps an article in T&L about the conservation
values of Mud Lake.
Currently the membership of the group is 11, 4 or 5 from Council and the rest
people that were on the Conservation Committee distribution list. Most posts are
from me, and most have not received any reaction, but that is no surprise. By and
large the existing members are quite busy people. The purpose of the group is to
reach out to the broader membership and encourage them to be active in
conservation matters, as members of the OFNC.
I think that this experimental stage has gone on long enough. When I get back
from vacation at the end of the month, I'm going to post a message on our
website and Facebook page, to see if there is interest among the broader club
membership. After that, if Council gives the go-ahead, we get invite OFNC
members who have provided emails and authorized contact that way.
Ken
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Daniel Brunton <dbruntonn211@rogers.com>
To: ofnc-conservation@googlegroups.com
Sent: Monday, April 2, 2012 10:59:56 AM
Subject: Re: [OFNC Conservation] Mud Lake
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I would suggest that anyone can draft up any letter they feel would be appropriate and
submit the draft to the OFNC for consideration. In the temporary absence of an active
Conservation Ctee, however, such formal communications on behalf of the OFNC must
go out from the OFNC Council or its designated representative. In practical terms for the
time being at least, that means sent out as a letter under the President’s signature. She,
of course, will want to review it with OFNC folks with some knowledge of both the issue
at hand AND the OFNC’s history/ position of the issue. This is VERY important for the
credibility of both the message in hand and that of future submissions. Similarly, it is
important that no‐one should imply or state they are speaking on behalf of the OFNC
unless specifically authorized to do so by the Council or its designated representative.
To speed that review process up (and it can be accomplished very quickly with the aid
electronic communications), it might be easiest and most expedient to send such a draft
to the President via a Council member (all listed on the OFNC web page). Within this
group, at least Ken Young and I are on Council and could pass any drafts on, presumably
with some comment to help the President out.
Dan
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: Ian Whyte
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 9:39 AM
To: ofnc-conservation@googlegroups.com
Subject: Re: [OFNC Conservation] Mud Lake
Hi All:
I presume that we might feel like writing a letter from time to time, so it would probably be worth while
to work out a format that we can follow each time.
Since this group has no chair, I've been thinking about how we could proceed. Perhaps, we could use a
system in which each issue would have a champion, I suppose the person who brought it up might be it,
and the champion would shepherd that issue through whatever process was decided upon. What do you
think?
So, assuming that we can agree both to send a letter, and on its text, how should his leaderless group
proceed? Is there a standard format for the letter? (I know that in CPAWS‐OV we always start with a
paragraph or two about who we are and who we represent, for instance.) What is the process to be
followed to get authorization to send a letter, and who signs it? Does the signer also put it onto
letterhead? Someone who knows the OFNC's processes better than I do can no doubt advise us on this.
Ian
________________________
On 1 April 2012 18:09, Daniel Brunton <dbruntonn211@rogers.com> wrote:
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Ian raises an excellent point. the City of Ottawa Official Plan requires development to
stay back a minimum of 15 m from the top of bank from a river, lake or stream (30 m
from high water if there is not a defined bank). That development prohibition,
unfortunately, does not exclude maintaining manicured grass and non‐native
horticultural plantings, however. But a number of develops (structures, facilities, etc.)
are well within 15 m of the banks at various areas by the Water Purification Plant
(especially the east side) and so it can fairly be argued the City is violating their own OP.
A natural vegetation buffer zone of at least 5 m along the top of bank around the entire
Plant would not only be ecologically reasonable and provide reasonable compensation
for the intrusion of these developments, parking lots and such, but would also be
consistent with the shoreline protection advice the conservation authorities provide for
individual citizens as well.
Dan Brunton
From: Ian Whyte
Sent: Sunday, April 01, 2012 5:33 PM
To: ofnc-conservation@googlegroups.com
Subject: [OFNC Conservation] Mud Lake

Hi All:
Do you suppose that we could send the City a letter requesting that the grass
cutting along the north shore of Mud Lake be discontinued within 15 or 20 yards
of the shore in order to improve the ecological value of that land?
Ian
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Annex 3
Report for Fletcher Wildlife Garden
2012 04 15
Our Friday morning volunteer group has resumed activity with a small,
but increasing number of volunteers. Work has centered mainly on the
Nursery and organizing for the plant sale as well as the Ravine. The
first of the spring flowers are already over.
FWG will use some of the Fido grant money to sponsor the OFNC General
Meeting in May which will focus on Monarch Conservation..
Submitted by David Hobden
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